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SOCIALIST REALISM DT CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

following is a translation of an unsigned article 
in Nova Mvsl (Hew Thought), No. 3, Prague, March 1960, pages 
323-328,4/ 

Nova Mvsi published in past issues several articles discussing 
socialist realism vhich also drew comment abroad. The Soviet periodical 
Vocrosy literatury (Literary Questions), 1959» No. 12, published an 
article "Disoussion about Socialist Realism in Czechoslovakia" by 
I. Bernstejnova which informed readers about individual articles 
published by us and evaluated the»0 We are reprinting it as a contri- 
bution to the clarification of questions about socialist realism. 

■'■ Editors '■ 

"One of the greatest theses of the current course of discussions 
about socialist realism is the general dislike of apriorism and mania 
for quotations," remarked one of the participants in a discussion 
which reoently took place on the pages of the periodical Nova Myslo 
organ of the Central Committee of the Communist Parly of Czechoslovakia. 

The discussion was opened by the article "Remarks oh the Artistic 
Characterization of Socialist Realism in Literature" by Raaegast 
Parolek (Nova Hforsl, 1958, No. 8)j after that, three more longer works on 
the same theme were published in the periodical. The greatest attention 
was centered on the questions of mutual relations between socialist  : 
realism and other methods, above ill on its relation to modernism and 
to the problem of Various directions within socialist art. 

The authors of the articles fully agreed on the sharply negative 
relation toward the sadly renowned theory of "realism-anti-realism." 
Their views are identical with the standpoint taken by the majority of 
the participants in the discussion about realism which took place in the 
Soviet Union. They expressed far lesser unanimity in solving other 
questions which arose during the course of the discussion. 

The core of the article of R* Parolek is the charaoter of the 
two forms of relations to reality whloh in his opinion are always true 
of artistic creation and vdiich he calls the "syhecdoohic" and 
"metaphorio" method. The syneodöohic method "captures a piece of 
life, in it is revealed the essence of the greater living whole *— of 
the period,1 of society -* therefore part for the whole," The basis of 
realistic work is, aöcoraing to Parolek, the enlarged synecdoche (a 
stylistic means resting'on the exchange of the small for the large, the 
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part for the whole).   Thanks to this method the realistie artist 
portraysrlife in forms of the same reality.   For the basis of the 
second method which he calls the "metaphoric," Parolek takes the 
enlarged metaphor? i^^fj^^^pf-ea^gip^^yr^e^^stiö and 
sjonbolic pictures come to the forefront.By the term metaphoric 
method Parolek;then.means;:also■ romantied^mvand various,^otKjär kinds of 
allegorical arts.*■  The,rcrftic4s under;^^impress^>t^'%e,,   ..,-, 
syneodochic and metaphoric methods existed in all sta^%'vof;^r,;/o-: 

development of art and one or the other came to the forefroßt depending 
on historical conditions. 

Parplekalsp sees these -two,, methods^ in~scKJialist ar^,. . 2A his 
opinion,ia:addition to socialist realism tjiere exists-a ia-^,ihter-: , -...r, 
national schoolwhich he calls theo "metaphoric win^-of socialist; art.,      / 
Here he includes, the creatio^^ 
Eluard, Vitezslav ,%zyal ,a^ .1;'.'''^ 
value; and;in. their';development mutually enriched each! other^^. $nd   '"  .  *"' 
while the,synecdoc^icrmethod remains the basis of'';^socialist'-re^ism»   ^ 
the "metaphoric" — fantastic and allegorical"— features play a 
great role in it»   ,1h Parolek1 s opinion in its future development a 
still greater rapprochement of "both methods on the "basis of the 
"synecdochic method". »--that is.-realism,,,will; come, about,,,:  ■,...   r,........ 

. ■,This, concept,seems;torus'".qtuite controlvers^ial.^.•':%t.'x&.,:^tural- ,   ..... 
that it brought About jnany^p^e^tipns'as'-.'dld' %1^'''^VB^i^6^['^p^ßßiJ' . , 
by a Cze^bxi^i4*i..fh)£^.iaX^ym theparticipap^ ."'"..' 
correctly doubted «anyÄ v :  ; 
ofl;various vie^ ,.Ir.;;;:;"" ;';rT;:'.;' ".,! ./";.,.:" ::/„"lV~tJrJ.*!!^t?™ .r'° '"""■''*'* 

ISdenek Kalthäuser,"in tjbe: article J'Sp^alistEealism and" :Ques%ons  .... 
of Artis,tip Methods" (flova Mrsl. 10,58. dumber ¥)V em^asizes jfche;''V"^"".]■';'.'. "' 
complex, dialectic character^ of" thp, relatibjji;be/feveen: thp\^je'c£,ehd'^' 
object inVart and'; deems itpsr^^ ^ [ 
method pn^, from ^ 
it necessary to'live ^ harmony wi^t^s^Jg^^e.pi 'f^|d^a^,pf;'^he..'■ 
picture and its,role, in the,,current! Ppncep^ioi:,;^ '""'''   >u 

reason • fantasy, and allegpry,- can. heljt.in ^j^realistict j^ciawSj,.. «f,-,. •    
reality.^.The,.Czech .priticjgi^eft^as." proof.:examples of:th^uae"of''.„^'T= ."^' 
a^sory i» Maiakpvskyj.«,poem ^yiädimir Jläic Leaän!' -andVi^fantasiic":' ■ 
pictures in the^ppem ^Ötp^^^^iy^^V^:,,,,,::',: [: .^   ^^{ti^ 

On the o^er hand ^ er^ 
does not yet make the- picture realistift. 'j(For ^ample^; a> rose-.^eanjbeV' 
even while preserving the.jpxjfce.rn^ mar^s ,pjf ^f^owsr^^ ,.,., 
a symbol, an allusion,,,to; the;, "imaginary, reai,4sm*V ?> As is-- kjjpw» ieysn," the - 
most accurate; factpgraphip ^s#£^^ J, 
the thing., .From .Iftis^ ";.-..;% 
means,, and^ijafers that, the enlarged,sy^ejpj^che,is .^t'characteristic^." T■■• 
as Parolek,cslaims,v;pnly of r.e^i8^;.,As,an ^81^^,0^ similar/. <~,Zl:■'■,,. 
construction, in,, a workrl<|athauserr?especial3y Considers; Lermöat'ov'a?r^ •/.+;. 
poem "Novic" /»The iJövicejy. ""       '"*"" *'"':"  ''-^^^ ■'•"•■*-,.** 
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This formulation of course does not mean that the arbitrary 
figurative means can express ihe  arbitrary contents; as an example of 
the disharmony between the character of the picture and its function 
of ideas the Czech observer gives the picture of Christ in Blok's 
"Dvanacti" /"The* Twelve^. This thought of Mathauser is especially 
important because among a great many critics from various countries 
there appears some kind of a benevolent relation toward the artistic 
figurative means, especially toward the various means of modernism, 
as if they had the ability to fulfill some kind of function of ideas. 

Mathauser comments that the romantic method of portrayal arose 
from'the disharmony between man and society. In socialist society 
where this disharmony has been removed an interest in reality prevails 
and this will create"the soil for the development of realism. On the 
other hand efforts for deduction, for a greater generalization which, 
in a realistic work lead to the use of allegory, fantasy and romantic 
pictures is characteristic in an epoch of revolutionary tempests. For 
this reason, as Mathauser concludes, the use of similar means in 
socialist realism is lawful and even their predominance in a book is 
not yet reason enough to assign a writer to the borders of socialist 
realism. The process predicted "by Parblek which would lead to the 
subordination of "metaphoric" elements to. "synecdochic," seems unreal 
to Mathauser. 

The Slovak critic Juraj Spitzer in the article "Apriorismus 
alebo nevyhnutelnost" /"Apriorism or inevitablenessjj/ (Nova Mysl, 1959, 
Numbers 1 and 3)> is far more resolute when from another position, he 
expresses himself against a similar perspective. 

Spitzer claims correctly ..that for the struggle with the 
revisionistic declamations about the fact that socialist realism is 
an "apriori invention of conformists," it is necessary to point out 
the historical necessity of its origin and that for this reason it is 
important to define the borders between the ideas of "progressive 
art," "socialist art," and "sqcialist realism." Spitzer is right even 
when he writes that for the definition of these borders it is necessary 
to defend the historical point of view. Also worthy of support is 
the critic's effort to avoid sectarianism in his approach toward 
various Currents of contemporary art. 

Spitzer doubts the correctness of the effort to apply without 
reservations the term "socialist realism" to creations of such artists 
as Brecht, Eluard, Picasso, Meierchold and Czech writers V. Nezval, 
VI. Yancura and others. On the other hand he rejects the term 
"metaphoric wing" of socialist art because in his opinion this term 
does not give the concept regarding the origin and internal contrasts 
of the phenomenon. How does Spitzer understand the origin of the 
various directions.of contemporary literature? Like Parolek he lives 
in harmony with the unhistoric concept regarding the two basic methods 
of creation; Spitzer calls it realistic aridromantic. "".In the, 
beginning in defining romanticism Spitzer apparently leans to the same 
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historical concept of this ^phenomenon (as the distinct literary äireotion 
created in the 19th century), to which a majority of1 Soviet literary 
experts also arrived. But he; continues to reveal a t^ndencytp" "' 
examine romanticism as some kinttof un^ 
realism i^ichöfigihated as the result of thec crisis o£ romanticism ""'""' 
which was "brought about by the disenchantment with the bourgeois method -i 
of life-, is itself going through, according tö Spitzer^ a "similar*. 
decline,' Spitzer connects this'decline with'the restricted possibilities 
of ideas- of a given method. This would apparently lead to a revival of '"'; 

romanticism in the form of'"neoromahticlsmj" thus he cadis'modernistic 
art which basically he considers' anti^botirgöbist »'The mooernis-ts 
formed an anti-bourgeois program and in the decisive moments stood on 
the side of pröletariahism."* (The quotation is not''accurate. It 
actually is as follows:' nIh many countries avant-garde groups of 
modernist artists and writers were created.which formulated their anti- 
bourgeois program and in; the decisive moments openly made themselves 
known and finally crossed over to the Side of the revolutionary 
proletariate*"- The inaccurate translation of the quotation evidently "■ 
influenced some of the; opinion of mss rBerhste'jhöva'regarding the 
views of 3. Spitzer.' pditoriai 0om£e%fc)i\/\"//\\ .\ ;V'.; : ' ..': 

This concept -is in many ways exceptionallyconijrövefsiai. It 
seems that Spitzer, lied by the effort to create the most general scheme 
of literary development, from time to time rejects the historical 
principle which he himself calls for. Thus, for example, the unproven 
theory regarding the uninterrupted decline of critical realism as the 
end of the 19th and in the 20th centuries has penetrate^ his inter- " 
pretation. Thus appeared the exceptionally, inaccurate concept of 
neoromanticism,«* which bourgeois science often uses, it is known 
that by far hot all modernistic movements have something in, common 
with romanticism, not even when we understand this term broadly} on 
the contrary, many of them are connected with various kinds of '.''..' 
bourgeois positivism* '■ Finally'wholly abstract* ahd! unhistoricai Is the v 

concept of modernism as ah anti-bourgeois art in Its Entire extent. 
It is too well known that many modernisticmovements' have* in, reality 
a reactionary-character and thisnot only with regard to Its program, ' 
but also, oftener, in regard to the objective sense of its own creation. 

Spitzer himself, when he evaluates the concrete phenomena of 
contemporary art, points out correctly to the sharp polarization 
among artists who beganto create within the frameworjc of wie school/ .  - 
But the abstract interpretation of his article is in conflict with the ," ■ 
conclusions which are paradoxical and diametrically opposed'to many 
of his claims» every abomination of thebourgeoisie is," it seems, 
connected with realism, while;membership ih some kind of moder^^ 
ism» is^proof of anti-bourgeois reliability. Similar abstractions .'.' 

can hardly help a: truly ob jective evaluation of various avant-garde 
groups, some of which actually maintained progressive political 
positions (for example in the thirties in Czechoslovakia).  
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In recent years Czechoslovak critics like very much to use the 
concept "modernity" by Which they mean some rkind of general qualities" 
of contemporary art as a whole. Ori the one side in the enchantment 
with this concept a valid effort arose to understand the general 
qualities given this realism by the 20th Oentury by which it differs 
from preceding states, on the other'hand however this term is used 
by some admirers of bourgeois modernism. The -abstraction of the 
"modern man11 is revealed, independent of social conditions;, and the 
uniform "modern" literature which would apparently correspond to his 
taste; in it Kafka is calmly set in the company of Hemmingway and 
finally also Majakovsky.Spitzer's concept expresses the ingloriously 
known influence of'similar abstract concepts.; ; 

Spitzer sees in socialist art!;a definite renaissance of realism. 
Nevertheless he warns against understanding this process as a return to 
"traditional" realism, since between the realism of the 1.9th century 
and socialist art of the 20th century there lies a period of the 
"supremacy of modernism." This concept, as he correctly" states, leads , 
to epigonism of which there are examples ih painting. 

It is of course on first sight striking that even here there 
appears a geherar conceptof modernism äs a progressive stage^which 
preceded socialist realism. This prevents' the critic from developing 
correct thinking regarding the new features of contemporary art end 
regarding the doubtless newness of socialist art. '.      , ■ 

SpitzeT correctly emphasizes the inevitability of the eventual 
transfer of respectable progressive artists into the socialist camp 
and the complexity of this transfer. Bui"the non-historical character 
of his concept forces him to understand the process of "polarization" 
in contemporary literature as a struggle between subjective and ....,.,■.-..- 
objective tendencies.' This however does not do justice to the true 
picture of contemporary art. We believe that Spitzer's abstract 
approach to the question will make it difficult to overcome the 
Sectarian relation toward- contemporary nori^spcialist art. It is 
evident that it is possible Vo overcome this attitude only by a 
historically concrete evaluation of its various tendencies by examining 
their national specificity and objective value. . 

Spitzer also finds differences in ParOlek'.s,evaluation of both 
tendencies of socialist art * "What Parolek did not want to say directly 
from 'respect and reserve' toward the masters of the metaphoric wing 
he said indirectly: 'Socialist non-realists', will become realists -- 
and that is the end of the equivalence of both'courses." * 

Spitzer himself sees the future of Socialist realism in the ..;.' 
removal of the antitheses between the "objective" and "subjective", 
method'^ which is in his opinion possible by the removal of olasses and 
the development of art on the basis of Marxist dialectic understanding 
of reality? "Side by side both factions of esthetic reaction can be 
useful here in endless possible variations, while their individuality 
will be dependent.on the subjectively mäierial and spiritual , 
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a^Ubi^i%y'ot^]^'^a.tov[^e^-^mAhe. influence of pppbailje. class ,. 
influences. Thus will evolve!the Ico^Ltions for an endless 'amount ,of 
individual srty^s pver,;v^^~wm;h^^       of the period ■ 
characteristic o^Ä the 
manifestatien^of;,^ works of , .'.' ,v 
socialist realist literatjure,.   ' t"S. ■■.'■ .x','...,-.,-. . ;;U '...,..[''.[':''.'■,.. 

Another participant in.the 4iscussion, Miroslav ^zdja, approaches 
the same ^questions slightly "from ,a <^|ferent angle.. iJfc [the' article',,. : 
"Socialist Realism .a^ (.Kova Mysl.  , 
1959, Mijmber 4) he,,attempts to examine, the historical suppositions, , 
during which socialist realism ,;ar|ose>^ Ürozda briefly explains the 
opinion of_.,a numberpf Soyiet researchers, agrees with^ them regarding   
the stages in the, development of realism' and directs his attention to 
the condition of. contemporary literature..",,       ''.'i\;.....'."<>" 

According to *iirczdal!a,''^pl^pn' the basis of contemporary .'artV 
flourishes ih the /'hew; s^uafcipn emanati^ frW the; relations ofVmajr, "7-,..' 
toward society during' imEeriaiisms *."&» individuals who are joined.'.'Z\ '"":.'".. 
to society only by bonds Of persp)oal interests, still more isolated, 
and in this period, in comparison with the preceding stage, there . 
exist many coarser ft3&^fitorl3oaaa^: (wars, fascism, oolpnialism). 
All this leads toward tho disiolutipn of personality oh the ;.one side 
and on the other creates the ground for' rebel lioni:r'1tä'^lk^::a£."'>':'.'■'. I, 
artists in thisi society "can haMly be a relation of: pbjective^ 
analysis. It is some kiriji of ^^am#atory, anarchistic negation, in 
which not only impferijalism is supported but also reality in general.u 

Thus ariseiö ;an artisticl^^ent ;w^ch does not attempt to repulse. 
life but' crieatös an a^     a^isti9]j^ä^ii^*

,r";jteozjda' lik£,""'^..,',.'' ■'• 
Spitzer sees in this hegatiöh a' moment; of protest." against 'imperialismi 
but he comments that this viewpoint finally leadsC to,,.formalism» - 
Drozda decisively; comes out against understandi^ mo^rnism as a T, 
common style for the £öth century" ahaV;shpws. that raTraiu^onary ;,7. ,*  . 
reality createsi,cohtempprary; hew'a^t,V,spcIaHs^ reaii^ii^ that mjaay;"'of',""■■.:'-'.■ 
the best and respected iartists tend tp a closed unipnV with it and that 
this circumstance cannot remain without, influence on the character 
of their creatipn which3 gain's recipients.. -~ revclutionary masses -~ 
and cannot restrict: it^lf, io a hbn?bihdi.ng formal play, Ppr the 
individual who understood;his position; in society, who became a   -V' 
participant „iTthe struggle: forJiits transformation and is, as, JJrozda 
judges, "muöh more objective," anarchistic negation is-npt at/all. 
proper, but rather a" revolutionary analysis' r- and realism best suits 
this aim in art.     ;'';; ,':':;";'. ",\r"   

f Drofcda's attempt to define thearkstic specificity of socialist 
realism;is interesting; Here. Drozda supplements Parolek on many points ? 
both, agreeing- on the known theses, make interesting, fresh observations. 
i)rozda like Parolek e^pbasizeö that ih socialist realism the new7, "*""■ 
relation toward the. world has .not only a rational but also an'Wtional 
character. So that the writer could portray the new reality he must 
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not be lacking in what both observers call, --using Gorky's term — 
"emotional literacy." Drozda sees examples"for this "emotional literacy^ 
in the lyrics of Majakovsky, Isakoysky, J. Wolker, S. K. Neumann. '•' 

Arlso important is the: criticisms "which Drozda makes regarding one 
question about the explanation of whichj; until recently, there was 
considerable speculative, dogmatic unclarity. The active relation 
toward reality forces the artist to seek the most effective method of 
reaction to life. Various fantastic and hyperbolic means can be 
subordinated to the principles of realistic typification (äs in Gorky 
and Majakovsky); the author who attempt's to activate the reader's 
fantasy to-; the' maximum heights can prevail upon him to understand what 
he read with the help of associated imagination (poetry of Nezval, 
Maoakovsky, Martynov) or.with thehelp of lyrical philosophic sub- 
texts and realistic symbols (given as examples are the hovels of 
V. Nekrasov, and "fiusky les" ^ussiah Forest/ of L.Lednov). Various 
means of composition, such as for example, the shifting of the phases 
of events^ in the "Russian Forest," can serve the same purpose. All 
these means, as Drozda Comments correctly, have nothing in common, 
with the formalistic disfigurement of reality, but on the contrary 
help to deepen the reality of its portrayal. 

In various stages and in various national literatures there 
appear "such or other tendencies of style in various ways. In Drozda's 
opinion the portrayal of reality in forms of reality is itself easier 
to master, and for this reason this tendency ,of. style prevails in 
socialist realism; however gradually with the raising of the cultural 
level artistically more complex forms are becoming more accessible to 
wider stratas of socialist countries. At the same time Drozda 
correctly rejects the claim that simplicity is equal to bad quality 
(the "traditional" Sblochov created great artistic treasures!). For 
this reason one must not measure the value of a work by the "modernism" 
of artistic means which also often have an änti-realistic character. 

Drozda is on the one hand with those Soviet leaders who point 
out the changed characteristics of critical realism of the 20th 
centurys the greater use of fantasy, the effort' for more penetrating 
pictures, a finer psychological analysis, etc. In connection with 
this the" Czechoslovak critic claims quite correctly that the same 
characteristics necessarily appear also in Socialist realism which 
far more deeply reflect the continually complex reality of the 20th 
century. 

"The Suppositions for such a development are contained in the 
very object of the art,,in the socialist social reality, in the 
revolutionary activity of man, by. which it will hot only reflect art, 
but which rightly appears in the effort of the socialist artist to : 
strengthen the dynamics of life," thus Drozda concludes"his article. 

•XKXK'K 
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(   Ötik pf the Cmain"'^iti^^p^.the/'^sc^fipri, the existence'"of ta, r 

diversity of fistic fpna$ :in socialijst, JC£aiism?. was sharpiy.anä.."■■■"~. 
interestingly"printed;.atl^^al^-ti^ion;po^efence on questions;of 
socialist realism held in March.^5^ conference """.. 
convincingly showed that our "cr^iye^ irothpds :j)res;ii^)ose a wide use of 
the most :^ef?'e artistic ^^ 

symbolic), if Ifteyare to/**yit|^~^eTOiBgL"...'Ötie r3Te0B|l±'^ir lof'-lblke'I^q^däciLo^klr^^^ 
process. If the qüestipn:.;is, ^osed^sp widely the grqund is lost for * 
the interpretatiph of ideas ;a<^ "skillful, as,.is 
the "metaphoric wing'* cf ^pciälist ^^"sc^i&lliBi rpmanticism," 
'»spcialist impressionism,"5 etc.; JDhe majority pf; the, C.zechpsipvak 
participants in the discussions t^h^eer,;; jSpitzer,' B^o^daX generally 
reccgnizes this wide öpncept'pf socialist realism. It. is,, right that. . " 
the Czechoslovak comrades: joined 'to\:%he\>JBriä^,x«it'.of' this littXe*. , 
examined question.  ' .:'■'.•'' V1'-'7^'."'u'''"*7 ..'"'.,''.      "."..'■.. .■ X'l .'''" ■'''   . 

Perhaps still less worked pyer and more jbomplicafed'ist the .  ''' 
question of modernism. In/tzecnpslq^to/asr^^spjoö other people's 
democratic countries an/abstract,; tiöti-dif f erentiäted,•". seeiiingily' ; 

positive cähcept; of "modernity*1 i^' arisen. . ^e intrpduct^py ""'"'..' 
discussion shows that a, number W Czechoslovak\wriWrs' are\n.pt. 
satisfied with the plainly apologetic relatipn toward all,mahifesta- 
tions of "modernity i" That'is one of-their pWitive s^des* „Byt it  • 
is alsbJ evident from" the discussion'^atfpr ^/;plÄr.if^^ti'pn;.pf'%e.:'; 

theoretioal basis pf möderni^i ^d;£isb for the' concrete historical : ;. 
evaluationof these- or' other'artistic phenomena of t^e^O^h century 
there is still a great; teal ^ . ,,. 
participants in the discussipn^made'little' cömeht;on questions pf 1' ,  ' 
contemporary Czech: literatuyeV e&peöially oh the effort of; the young  7' 
writers for whpm the problem _ of modern tendencies is pf ten a stumbling ; 

block, $he concept, of, '.'other methods" contrary to. realism which^some 
authors* suggested» complicated;'the., splutiph, .of a number of questions, 
to say notliihg of the'fact that it is lacking in historical cpncrej;e~ 
ness and esthetic precision. ;. "' ^;'. , . '".'';. /';"•"" ','* ',"/"",.   '  '"'■"•• '■.'" ■•••'•'■ 

In;geherai according to our opinion 'it. would-be possible to 
expect fromthep^ticipahtsin the. .discussions greater attention to 
the concreteiiterarily historical m^erial, above all to,,the' 
phenomena pf Czechahcl.Slovak literature,, tte suppose that fpr the 
clarification of many controversial questions which remained unexplained 
in the course of the discussion a truly concrete Iiterarily historical 
analyst weuld help. ; '-;; ,;;';;;;■■.; .;;;.._;;v;;^;;.;;". .";.'.;'"'''. ;■:.-'."  '■.,. 

The Czechoslovak dläctisöiph showed' how profitable, is, thf,., , ' 
discussion of the basio questions of -Realism and. socialifjt realism which 
took place recently. "On;, the other hai^d it,, again warns tis of the" 
necessity'of'solving theoreticai'p'rohlems of art jointly with out   
friends from socialist countries. Many theses of the participants in 
the discussion seem controversial to'us, but no discussion is without 
this. In conjunction with this however the articles contain a whole 
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SfevidLSrofXrt^T "J conclusi°^ and all without exception are evidence of the lively and sincere interest of the authors in XL 
development of the socialist realistic method.   For this reason^hf 

fiLSE^/S   *J? l6ad^g artiole £\the Periodical »Voprosy 
SSfS Ä^ace! Phil0S0^ (1959, «er 7), sL Jo he 

5°26 . ^ _ 
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